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This is one more method to generate the multiple e-way bills in one-go by the tax payers of 

transporters.  This can be used by the two categories of tax payers. First, those tax payers who 

have automated their supplies but enable to use the API interface because of various reasons. 

Second, the tax payers/transporters who want to generate the e-way bills in one shot by 

entering the e-way bill details in one excel type of file as and when order comes. And after 

finalization of the entries, including may be vehicle number, generate the EWB number. This 

avoids entering one-by-one in the EWB system and generate the EWB Number. 

In this process, the tax payer logs in to the E-Way Bill system and uploads the file containing the 

multiple requests for EWB as per the format. The system generates the EWB number for all 

these requests one-by-one and shows the result in table. Otherwise it shows error details. The 

table details can be cut and pasted into user’s system for further use and action. 

I. Preparing Bulk EWB request file 

There are two methods for generating the Bulk EWB requests. First, the tax payers can prepare 

the Bulk EWB request file as follows. 

1. In the bulk EWB generation method, the request for e-way bill is accepted in the JSON 

format.  Please refer to excel file for the format and parameters of the JSON request file. 

2. Ensure the codes are included in the JSON for the parameters as specified in the code 

list. Please refer to the code list in the excel file. 

3. JSON file with multiple requests are allowed. However, prepare the JSON file with 

around 500 requests to avoid uploading challenges. 

4. Validate all the parameter value as per the format, codes and interlinked values before 

preparing the JSON file. 

 

EWB JSON 
Format.xlsx

     
Please refer to above links for format of JSON, master codes and error codes and sample 

JSON file. 

OR 

 

http://164.100.80.111/ewaybill/Documents/EWB%20JSON%20Format.xlsx
http://164.100.80.111/ewaybill/Documents/Sample%20e-WayBill.json


Second method is ‘Bulk EWB converter tool’. This tool has been provided on the demand of 

the tax payers as alternative mechanism. This tool can be downloaded by the tax payer 

from the portal and ‘instructions to use’ has been provided in the tool itself. It is not 

necessary to use this tool. The tax payer can prepare similar tool or use first method and 

use.  

Using the EWB bulk converter tool, the tax payer can prepare this JSON file. This tool will 

allow you to enter the requests in excel file and allow to validate and convert into JSON file. 

For this use the attached file below. 

 

 

EWB_Convertor_Too
l.xlsm

 
 

II. Generating the EWB from bulk file 

1. User logins to the e-way bill portal with his credentials. 

2. Select the ‘Generate Bulk’ option in the ‘Generate EWB’ menu. 

3. Upload the EWB request file. 

4. On click of ‘Choose file’ button, the system will request to select the JSON file  

5. Next on click of ‘Upload & Generate’ button, the system generates the EWB for error 

free requests and shows the EWB Number in the grid for them. 

6. Now, the user can cut and paste the results from the grid into his system and use them.  

In case of error related requests, correct the error and generate the file again and 

process accordingly.  

 

 

http://164.100.80.111/ewaybill/Documents/EWB_Convertor_Tool.xlsm


III. Preparing Consolidated Bulk EWB request file 

There are two methods for generating the Consolidated Bulk EWB requests. First, the tax 

payers and transporters can prepare the Consolidated Bulk EWB request file as follows. 

1. In Consolidated bulk EWB generation method, the request for trip sheet is accepted in 

the JSON format.  Please refer to excel file for the format and parameters of the JSON 

request file. 

2. Ensure the codes are included in the JSON for the parameters as specified in the code 

list. Please refer to the code list in the excel file. 

3. JSON file with multiple requests are allowed. However, prepare the JSON file with 

around 200 requests to avoid uploading challenges. 

4. Validate all the parameter value as per the format, codes and interlinked values before 

preparing the JSON file. 

                        

Consolidated EWB 
JSON Format.xlsx

                                                        
 

 

Please refer to above links for format of JSON, master codes and error codes and sample 

JSON file. 

OR 

 

Second method is ‘Consolidated Bulk EWB converter tool’. This tool has been provided on 

the demand of the tax payers and transporters as alternative mechanism. This tool can be 

downloaded by the tax payer from the portal and ‘instructions to use’ has been provided in 

the tool itself. It is not necessary to use this tool. The tax payer/transporter can prepare 

similar tool or use first method and use.  

Using the Consolidated EWB bulk converter tool, the tax payer/transporter can prepare this 

JSON file. This tool will allow you to enter the requests in excel file and allow to validate and 

convert into JSON file. For this use the attached file below.  

 

 

Consolidated_EWB_
Convertor Tool.xlsm

 
 

http://164.100.80.111/ewaybill/Documents/Consolidated%20EWB%20JSON%20Format.xlsx
http://164.100.80.111/ewaybill/Documents/Sample%20ConsolidatedEWB.json
http://164.100.80.111/ewaybill/Documents/Consolidated_EWB_Convertor%20Tool.xlsm


IV. Generating the Consolidated EWB from bulk file 

1. User logins to the e-way bill portal with his credentials. 

2. Select the ‘Generate Bulk’ option in the ‘Consolidated EWB’ menu. 

3. Upload the Consolidated EWB request file. 

4. On click of ‘Choose file’ button, the system will request to select the JSON file  

5. Next on click of ‘Upload & Generate’ button, the system generates the Consolidated 

EWB for error free requests and shows the EWB Number in the grid for them. 

Now, the user can cut and paste the results from the grid into his system and use them. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Generating and Uploading Consolidated Bulk EWB. 
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